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Executive Summary.
Prof. Dr. Gudela Grote, ETH Zurich

In today’s knowledge economy flexible workplace models 
are becoming essential for many companies in shaping 
their knowledge based processes and for achieving the 
next level of productivity and innovation. Work can, and 
is, already happening anywhere – in offices, on the road, at 
home.  Making conscious use of this flexibility and increas-
ing the competency in staying connected even when not 
in one place can be a differentiator as employer and can 
provide competitive advantage in how knowledge is being 
sourced and interconnected. 

This whitepaper provides an overview of key relevant  
topics that arise when implementing flexible workplace 
models. It is geared towards decision makers and employees 
involved in projects that are implementing these new work 
models. 

This English translation is an excerpt of a full paper that 
was created by professors from the following Swiss Univer-
sities and Graduate Schools:

u			ETH Zürich 
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology 
Chair of Work and Organizational Psychology

u  Fachhochschule Nordwestschweiz 
University of Applied Sciences Northwestern Switzer-
land School of Applied Psychology

u  Hochschule Luzern 
Lucerne University of Applied Sciences and Arts 
Institute of Management and Regional Economics

And an article by:

u Pro Familia Switzerland

…and how to avoid them

Key is to not address the implementation of more flexible 
workplace models halfheartedly. Often a clearly defined  
pilot project can help to collect first experiences before  
implementing the model across the whole organization. 
To avoid the pitfalls, the following questions should always 
be answered:

u  What type and degree of flexible working should be im-
plemented? What are the expectations and goals around 
this? What benefits are expected?

u  What kind of tasks and groups of employees will be able 
to make use of these models? Are there other groups 
that for good reasons will not be able to make use of 
flexible working? Can these reasons be easily under-
stood by everyone and can they be clearly communi-
cated to everyone?

u  Are the people that will work more with more flexibility 
– and their managers and colleagues – able to deal with 
the new flexibility? What kind of support or training do 
they need?

 u  Are the available systems sufficient and ready for the 
new work models? Which additional systems are re-
quired? Can all people use those systems well?  What 
kind of support and training is required?

 u  How are the new work models represented in the work 
contracts (i.e. is there a minimum presence time in the 
office? Are there minimal daily working hours also at 
home? What contribution does the employer make to the 
physical and technical environment in the employee’s 
home office? If these topics will not be included in the 
work contract, what other means of communicating the 
rules around this will be chosen?)

 u  Which directives need to be given in respect to how em-
ployees can reach each other and in respect to general 
communication patterns? How can the higher need for 
co-ordination arising with flexible work be dealt with 
most effectively? Which technical systems, support of-
ferings and trainings are required?

 u  How will an ergonomic design of the workplace at home 
be guaranteed? How much of the required infrastructure 
will be provided by the company? Which support offer-
ings and trainings will be provided?

 u  Which technical means and which organizational rules 
are required to guarantee data security? Who is liable if 
there is a breach in security?

The following chapters of the Work Anywhere whitepaper 
provides input and suggestions on finding the answers to 
above questions. 
Why it’s worthwhile
Many employees in Switzerland have a very high desire 
to work more flexibly. Long commutes to work are tiring, 
expensive and do not make sense from an ecological point 
of view. Instead of investing in additional offices the focus 
should be to invest in people, their competency, their well-
being and their development. The return on investment in 
people is high. These are all good reasons for companies, 
managers and employees to explore making more use of 
flexible workplace models. We are confident that the infor-
mation collected in this whitepaper will support the suc-
cess for implementing these and to reap the benefits. n

Making use of Mobile Working and partial 
work from home

The most important reason to promote mobile work, in-
cluding partially working from home, is lower economic 
and ecological costs, higher productivity and higher attrac-
tiveness as employer. 

This whitepaper looks at work models that strive to give em-
ployees more flexibility in choosing where to work, i.e. mod-
els in which employees can work in the office, at the custom-
er or partner site and also from home. The paper does not 
look at models where employees work full time from home. 

The biggest stumbling blocks…

Challenges that can arise when implementing or making 
use of mobile work or partial work from home are:

u Promoting it for the wrong type of tasks
u  Insufficient technical systems or insufficient media  

literacy in using them
u  Unclear rules around how to make use of the high  

flexibility in working time and workplace
u  Personal issues in dealing with autonomy around choos-

ing when and where to work
u Insufficient boundaries between work and private life
u  Reduced social integration and identification with the 

employer
u  Health problems arising through insufficient care around 

ergonomics of the workplace when working mobile or at 
home

u Insufficient data security
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The benefits of flexible 
workplace models

Managing 
Mobile Work

Prof. Dr. Gudela Grote, ETH Zurich Prof. Dr. phil. Hartmut Schulzte, Stefanie Gobeli, Fachhochschule Nordwestschweiz

Family and Work – possible 
without contradiction?
Dr ès sc. Pol. Lucrezia Meier-Schatz, Pro Familia

The desire to work more flexibly is still very high in Switzer-
land. In the Swiss HR Barometer 20101 two thirds of the 1400 
people surveyed expressed that they would want to be able 
to also work from home. Only 23% actually have this pos-
sibility. This means only a third of people can actually make 
use of working from home. This is however a substantial in-
crease from 2002 – where only 11% had this possibility.

The reasons to want to work from home are to avoid com-
mute times, better coordination of work in the different life 
domains between work, family and household and – depend-
ing on the situation – better focus. Research has shown that 
the possibility to work from home can increase employee 
satisfaction, motivation and performance.

Each trip by car that is avoided helps to reduce the CO2 in 
the air, every commuter less in overcrowded trains can be 
a relief during peak hours. Calculations show that in Swit-
zerland, 450’000 people in the workforce could make use of 
working from home one day a week. By doing this 4,5 million 
car kilometers and 2.6 million person kilometers in public 
transport could be saved. As a whole the Swiss economy 
would save 1’400 tons of CO2 weekly, which would amount 
to a saving of 67’000 tons of CO2 per year.

Another benefit lies in the reduction of office space. Simply 
calculated: assume employees work from home an average 

Traditional management is based on a vertical, hierarchical 
model that is dependent on control. This control is easier to 
execute when manager and employee are in the same place.  
Thus in the 1980ies studies around mobile work mainly 
showed the disadvantages and negative effects of mobile 
work due to less interaction and less intense information 
flow, as well as the higher need for coordination and trust 
versus control. 

Recently, due to the greater specialization in the workforce 
as well as the complexity of tasks at hand, the need for vir-
tual collaboration has increased. 
Virtual teams pose new challenges to managers. Managers 
in a more virtual context have more of a coaching role to 
play and also have the goal to create structures that pro-
mote communication and lateral and horizontal leadership 
structures. A key requirement on managers in this context 
is the ability to build trust.

Virtual teams with team members working in different 
places make high use of information technology to reach 
their goals. Since the availability of modern communication 
and collaboration technologies as well as a more horizon-
tal management style recent studies show that place inde-
pendence is not necessarily a negative factor anymore. 

Successful management of mobile workers

The following provides a model for successful remote man-
agement and is structured in phases. In the different phases 
the following things should be considered: 

Configuration and Planning Phase
u  Select people that are fit for virtual work and that are 

motivated by virtual work.
u  Provide a collaborative platform for synchronous and 

asynchronous communication and collaboration.
u  Define tasks that require communication and coopera-

tion processes and thus create a certain interdepend-
ency in the team. Interestingly it has been shown, that 
dependent tasks actually promote – contrary to what 
would be assumed – better teamwork and collaboration 
and thus better results.

u  Provide training and actively implement the new work-
style.

The attitude of young people today has changed. Tradi-
tional gender role models are not valid anymore. In 75% 
of families today both mother and father support the fam-
ily financially. Another trend is that today more people live 
outside the cities and commute times have increased.

A study “What men want” of the Center of Competence for 
Family Politics of Pro Familia (January 2011) shows that 

men desire a more balanced life style but that the offerings 
by companies for men in Switzerland in this area are lag-
ging behind. The report shows that a large number of the 
men surveyed will consider factors that promote balance 
between work and family such as flexible work time and 
place models as key when choosing their next employer. 
The study can be downloaded at www.gleichstellung.sg or 
www.profamilia.ch. n

of one day a week, i.e. 20% of their work time. Calculating 
some reserves this would mean 10-15% less space required. 
Attention needs to be made not to calculate space too tight. 
Coming to the office and having to fight for a place does not 
promote productivity (also considering peak days and com-
pany meetings when everyone needs to be there).

Fewer disruptions during a workday are a further benefit. 
Each workday in the office contains at least 30 minutes of in-
terruptions and 30 minutes of downtime because of drowsi-
ness after lunch. These could be avoided by structuring the 
day differently and would result in a productivity increase 
of 12%. Assuming that interruptions are actually much more 
frequent than in the sample above this is a conservative es-
timate.

Employer attractiveness: the top talent goes to the best 
work places. The possibility to work from home meets the 
desire of many people in the workforce and increases the 
number of applicants for a given job, also because the geo-
graphic reach of the company increases this way. Thus the 
selection of qualified applicants can be increased and satis-
faction and unwanted resignations avoided. Each resignation 
that is avoided can easily save 100’000 franks.  n

Start Phase
u  Targeted team development activities.  It has been prov-

en, that efforts and resources invested in this phase pay 
back through effectiveness and efficiency in working to-
gether in the following phases.

u  Interestingly some experts recommend avoiding physi-
cal meetings and videoconferences too early in the pro-
cess. This mainly to avoid visual stereotyping. Instead 
they recommend to bond and build trust first via verbal 
and written communication before reverting to the next 
level of interaction.

u  Key is to establish a rhythm of communication, mixing 
the different channels and means of communication.

u  Creation of psychological contracts with the remote 
workers to create voluntary commitment and depend-
ability within the team.

Maintenance / execution phase
u  Feedback is key:
u  frequent and appreciative Feedback
u  established rhythm for process and results feedback

In summary, key competencies in virtual and remote man-
agement are strong communication and media literacy, as 
well as a low need for control and a low need for avoiding 
uncertainty.   nSource:

1)  Grote, G. & Staffelbach, B. – 2010. Schweizer Human Relations Barometer 2010 – Arbeits-
flexibilität und Familie, Zürich: Verlag Neue Zürcher Zeitung
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Who benefits from the 
option of mobile working 
Prof. Dr. rer. Pol. Jens O. Meissner, Hochschule Luzern

On an organizational level mobile working makes 
sense for:
u  Knowledge based processes
u  Work that is place independent
u  Work that can legally be done outside the office (i.e. con-

siderations on data security)
u  Organizations that are competent in dealing with intel-

lectual property to ensure its safety
u  Companies who are designed for decentralized work (i.e. 

delegation to the operational level) 
u  Companies where a trust based culture is desired or ex-

ists
u  Companies that are managing or aim to manage by ob-

jectives
u  Companies in which the whole leadership supports mo-

bile working (including the leadership of departments 
where mobile working is not applicable)

u  Managers who are trained in managing decentralized 
knowledge work

u  Employees who have the necessary competency and 
traits for distributed work

On a personal level, mobile working requires three key 
skills that can be learned:
u  Networked thinking: mobile workers need to be aware 

of the overall context of the work they do and of inter-
dependencies with others in order to be able to find the 
right mix of independent and collaborative work when 
being in a separate location.

u  Ability to create a working environment that supports 
them in effective working: mobile workers do not need 
to be workplace experts but it is necessary that they 
know the basic ergonomic principles to avoid damage to 
the body and to avoid stress.

u  Ability to set boundaries: mobile workers need to be 
able to set boundaries to ensure a certain delimitation 
between private and business and to avoid the effect 
of being always on always connected while at the same 
time not being anywhere really with their attention.  n
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Making the workplace flexible  – stumbling 
blocks and solutions 
Prof. Dr. Rer. Pol. Jens O. Meissner, lic. Phil. Daniel Boos, Hochschule Luzern

Potential stumbling blocks and how to address them

Topic Problem Solution

«Getting Connected» u  Finding the right channel among the 
many in use today

u  Issues with virtual meetings – a  
competency that needs to be built  
(today in some virtual meetings up  
to 50% of meeting time is spent  
fiddling with tools)

u  Normalization (selection and agree-
ment) around which channels to use 
for which kind of communication 

u  Do one or two virtual meetings with the 
sole purpose of learning how to do good 
virtual meetings

«Wrong Place» u  Too much mobility can lead to stress 
– for example those days where there 
is only 15 minutes between situations 
when one can regroup and relax

u  Consider for example the situation of 
parents with their child in the play-
ground making phone calls for the office 
during the whole time – this «not really 
being there» can leave a bad feeling with 
family members

u  Focus on where you are
u  Plan for enough quiet and  

non-mobile times in your week

«Catch me if you Can» u  A team or organizational unit can ex-
perience so much mobility that people 
don’t know any more when to reach 
each other

u  Spontaneous meetings do not  
happen anymore

u  Agree on the «physical minimum» 
where the team is in one place or 
reachable

u  Use presence status notifications to 
keep people informed where you are

u  Ensure enough reachability in your 
planning – people get  
frustrated if they can only speak  
to mailboxes and get no replies

What companies should avoid in general:

u  Lack of commitment: allowing only flexibility on a cer-
tain day and only on that one. Flexibility is mainly then 
useful when it serves a purpose – and that purpose is not 
necessarily tied to a specific day.

u  Control such as prohibiting internet browsing or use of 
social media: understand why social media usage is too 
heavy  if that is a problem and fix it

u  Different attitudes towards mobile work in the organiza-
tion: for example one manager forbids mobile working 
while the rest of the management allows it

u  Not involve people concerned: giving directions while at 
the same time not listening or leading by example

u  Not requesting any physical presence at all: for example 
not providing certain guidelines at all for fixed interac-
tion points within a team or organizational unit 

u  Only having short focus windows: only planning for mo-
bility but not for long enough quiet phases in between 
mobile phases

What to do:
u  It’s not an either or decision – allow a mix of mobile and 

non-mobile work and decide on the amount of virtual 
collaboration that makes sense for the type of goals to be 
achieved.

u  Adopt technology as a key competence.
u  Work towards a trust-based optimistic culture; provide 

extra service for new mobile workers
u  Communicate more and reflect on situations that arise 

determining what works, what does not work and adapt-
ing accordingly.

u  Move to a more output based management – it is accept-
able if work goes faster at home to make alternative good 
use of the additional time.

u  Ensure mutual respect between mobile and non-mobile 
workers. Highlight the benefits of both as different styles 
–one is not better than the other (i.e. office jobs vs. pro-
duction jobs)

u  Train media literacy – don’t expect everything to be es-
tablished with one training – make the working together 
and the means to work together a topic in regular inter-
vals (“sharpen the saw”).

u  Have all concerned in mobile working create a code of 
conduct; have the people concerned develop this.

Flexible Workplace Models 11
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Home Office – 
legal considerations
Ueli Grüter, LL.M., Hochschule Luzern

In Switzerland working at home is governed by laws that 
were created at the beginning of the last century. The term 
work at home was mostly used when speaking about wom-
en doing sowing work in the home.

Swiss Law sees three types of work at home:
u  Outsourcing – performed by a legal entity
u  Freelancing – performed by an independent worker
u  Working at home – performed by an employed worker

The difference between freelancer and homeworker de-
pends how strongly the person is integrated into the struc-
tures and processes of the employer. Freelancers need to 
arrange their own insurance (Swiss AHV, ALV, UV, BV), 
whereas the homeworker’s insurance needs to be arranged 
by the employer.

The case we are discussing in the subsequent section is for 
a person that can at least partially decide where to work 
but underlies the authority of the employer and is inte-
grated at least virtually into the employer’s environment. It 
does not matter whether the home worker is permanently 
or only part time in the home office.

Laws that apply
The relevant laws are found in Art 351ff of the Swiss Code 
of Obligations (hereafter named: OR). The generic work 
laws (Art 319ff OR) can be applied as well (Art 355 OR).

Important considerations for the work 
contract
Since flexible workplace models are increasing it is strongly 
recommended to include a clear statement around them in 
the contract of employment. If an employee can work from 
home then it must be stated explicitly. The same applies if 
the employee is not permitted to work from home; it must 
be explicitly mentioned to avoid legal uncertainty. This en-
sures, that in case the employee works at home without 
being permitted, the legal situation and responsibility is 
solely with the employee.

Workplace
Art 321d OR states that the employer needs to provide a 
workplace to the employee but gives the employer the right 

Work time, Salary and Vacation
The same regulations apply as with other work models. To 
consider: Salary payments continue only in the case of “un-
interrupted home office” when employee is not working in 
case of illness or other absences (Art 324a OR, Art 353b OR, 
Art 353a Paragraph 1 OR).

Working hours and time tracking 
The recommendation is to base this on trust. Any monitoring 
of the employee permanently using digital means is illegal. It 
is permitted to perform random checks. The most sensible 
solution is likely a time tracking system. The time tracking so-
lution and frequency should be included in the work contract.

Be aware that people in flexible models can potentially work 
more than is allowed. If this is not monitored and considered, 
required overtime payments can amount to huge sums. If the 
mobile worker agrees, it can be agreed to compensate over-
time hours with the same amount of free time. If the mobile 
worker instead demands payment for the overtime, the em-
ployer is obliged to add a surcharge of at least 25%.

Working times stated by law: 
u  Work must not start before 6:00 or continue after 23:00
u  There cannot be more than 14 hours each day; there 

must be daily downtime of at least 11 sequential hours; 
u  Maximum working time: 45h/week according to Art 9 Par-

agraph 1 of Swiss Employment Legislation (hereafter: ArG). 
If work time exceeds this, the employer can be punished. 

u  Breaks:
	 u  one 15 minute break in any day of more than 5.5. h
	 u  total of 30 minutes of break time in day of more than 7h
	 u  total of 1h if working day more than 9h
u  Work between Saturday 23:00 and Sunday 23:00 is not 

permitted
u  If working hours cover  more than 5 days per week then 

there must be  at least 1 half day free per week.

Tax relief
If a worker gets expense reimbursements then there is no 
tax deduction for the employee. The employer carries the 
reimbursements as an expense. If the employee receives 
no reimbursement, he or she can deduct expenses from 
taxes if the employee can prove rooms or work assets are 
required for the work. However, only the proportion used 
for business purposes can be claimed.  n

to assign any reasonable workplace. The employee needs to 
adhere to the workplace the employer assigns. 

Working Tools and Compensation
Art 327 OR, Art 327a OR: if employees use their own tools 
they basically have a right to be compensated for this. 
This can also apply for office space. If employees are not 
compensated then they can deduct the costs from taxes. 
Since the law foresees this, it is strongly advised to define 
a monthly, quarterly or yearly lump sum for this (Art 327a 
Paragraph 2 OR).

It is recommended to create an inventory of what tools the 
employer provides and what the employee provides. In this 
context it is recommended to also regulate the process of 
returning the assets in case of termination of contract. This 
serves to avoid legal uncertainty and the situation where all 
work assets are held by the employee until the legal situa-
tion is resolved.

Ideally for information management tools, it is recom-
mended to ensure sensitive data is only handled on the 
company’s servers and not locally on the mobile workers 
machine. Or if handled locally that adequate encryption is 
ensured.

Trade Secrets
One of the most difficult legal areas is that of legally protected 
trade secrets Art 321a Paragraph 4 OR, Art 162 of the Swiss 
Penal Code (hereafter: StGB). This obliges the employee to 
maintain trade secrets. However, since many employees will 
not be conscious of this obligation we recommend to clearly 
state this obligation in the work contract. To make this more 
effective a penalty can be included in case of breach.

Liability and Insurance
Liability rests with the employer towards third parties, 
with option to take recourse to the employee. Be aware 
that under Swiss law working at home is considered an “ex-
traordinary situation with higher risk” (i.e. maintenance of 
trade secrets, data security – see also next section) and thus 
is potentially excluded from the corporate or private third 
party liability insurance. It is therefore important to clarify 
which insurance policy covers which situation.

Flexible Workplace Models 13
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Mobile Work 
and Data Security

Tips for working
at home

Prof. Ursula Sury, Hochschule Luzern Prof. Dr. rer. Pol. Jens O. Meissner

The generic aspects of data security are the same in the of-
fice and when working flexibly:
u  Dealing with personal information
u  Ensuring data integrity
u  Ensuring data secrecy
u  Safeguarding enterprise knowledge assets

The key fact to consider is that management is responsible 
to ensure correct handling of data by training employees, 
leading them in the usage and ensure their safekeeping. If 
workers work outside the office, management is required 
to define additional, clear rules to govern this.

The liability of the worker is governed in Art 321e of OR 
(OR, SR 220) stating they are liable if they knowingly or 
negligently cause damage.

Responsibility for damage that is created because of lack 
of data security lies with the enterprise or the employee. 
Severe punishments can be the consequence in form of in-
demnifications or penalties (see Art 35 DSG or Art 102 and 
Art 144 of StGB; SR3111.0). 

Therefore it is important for enterprise management to un-
derstand that by allowing people to work anywhere, they 
lose part of the control over data and employee. This re-
quires management to consider this and adjust with appro-
priate measures.

These measures can be:
u  Automatic control of data integrity when data is ex-

changed on memory sticks or sent by email.

Benefits of Working at Home
u  Less interuptions. Work in blocks – make use of the 

fact that there will be less interruptions (93 mails / day 
average US Knowledge worker; it takes an average of  
8 minutes to get back into work after an interruption).

u  Bed / Bath / Bus. A known paradigm states that these are 
areas where ideas come more easily. They are all situa-
tions where the personal and business context mixes. 

u  Relaxing your working life. Avoiding commutes takes 
stress out of the working life.

u  Ensuring appropriate access to data supported by iden-
tity management systems.

u  Classification of data into different categories – i.e. public, 
internal and confidential and to define which kind of data 
can be handled at home and outside the normal workplace.

u  Make the obligations clear: 
	 u  Which data (electronic or physical) can be used out-

side the office
	 u  Mobile data carriers have to be kept up-to-date with 

security mechanisms – such as anti-virus, firewall, au-
tomatic password protection in standby mode, screen 
privacy films, etc.

	 u  How to deal with data outside the office, i.e. not to 
work where unauthorized third parties could see data 
and to, for example, protect data with a password or 
physically lock it away

	 u  How to behave when phoning in public. Phoning in 
public cannot be forbidden but alert the employee to 
the risk of disclosing company secrets.

	 u  Point out that the employee is required to maintain 
confidential password and access codes.

We recommend to specify these obligations in the work 
contract or in specific regulations and to verify compliance 
with these regularly. Furthermore the employer should re-
serve the right to verify compliance in the handling of en-
terprise data also at the employee’s home. A surveillance 
system is only permitted however, if this is done within the 
necessary legal context or with permission of the employee. 
In case of noncompliance, the employer can take actions 
such as issuing a warning, blocking access to internal data-
bases or issuing a fine. All these measures can be part of an 
Internal Control System (ICS). n

Tips for working at home
u  Define a routine of set boundaries: 
	 u  Time – by defining clear blocks of time for work
	 u  Spacial –  set boundaries to the home office with a door 

or by assigning a specific corner
	 u  Work content – define what kind of work can be done 

at home
	 u  Technical – what technical systems can be used at home
u  Agree on times and how you can be reached 
u  Focus on self-management
u  Bring the informal aspects of office work also into the 

home office
u  Collaborate with an appreciative and trusting attitude

Flexible Workplace Models 15
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Ergonomics and working 
from home
Stefanie Gobeli and Prof. Dr. phil. Hartmut Schulze, Fachhochschule Nordwestschweiz

There are two key health risk areas when working mobile: 
damage to the musculoskeletal system and stress.
Key issues for the body are: 
u  poor positioning of the screen
u  poor positioning of the mouse and keyboard
u  incorrect seat height
u  bad lighting
u  intensive work at the PC with no breaks

Studies show that working in a home office decreases 
stress by providing a better balance of private and work life 
with less interruptions and through increasing the  deci-
sion power over when and where to work. 
Nonetheless there are areas that can also increase stress:
u  Lack of boundaries
u  Lack of support, especially technical
u  Too intensive work (because of not taking enough breaks 

when working alone)
u  Being “always on” (for example:  reading critical mails 

before going to bed can lead to bad) 
u  Lack of feedback

Recommendations to reduce stress:
u  Management by objectives (studies show this leads to 

great satisfaction and performance of workers)
u  Provide feedback often, agree on feedback rhythms and 

mechanisms

Recommendation for an ergonomic workplace:
u  Separate room or if not possible then a assign a specific 

corner as the place to work within the home
u  Provide ergonomics training on positioning of equip-

ment to employees

The key recommendation is to prepare the organization for 
mobile working. 
The benefits of doing this are:
u  Employees learn about challenges and potential solu-

tions before they arise
u  All involved can voice and clarify concerns before starting
u  Expectations are clarified and thus chances for satisfac-

tion on all sides increased
u  Clear  understanding of  setup, processes and rules en-

sures a smooth operation 
u  IT training and support avoids frustration and helps to 

clarify issues quicker
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Working from home and 
staying connected
Prof. Dr. phil. Hartmut Schulze and Stefanie Gobeli, Fachhochschule Nordwestschweiz

Social interactions and relationships are a known key fac-
tor to increase performance and help deal with stress in 
the workplace. This is reflected in the following facts: 

Productivity and satisfaction with work increase up to 2.5 
days of working at home, then they plateau, and decrease 
with more than three days of remote work. Other studies 
show that with more than two days away from office the 
quality of peer relationships deteriorates. 

Interestingly, a consolidated analysis of 47 studies did not 
confirm the thesis that the relationship between worker 
and manager deteriorates when working remotely – in fact 
it was the contrary. This seems due to the fact that for situ-
ations with remote work mostly management by objectives 
is applied, which increases performance and satisfaction. 

Another key success factor is access to good ICT support 
and seamless access to data and information. Here Unified 

Communication technologies, integrating Phone, Video, 
Desktop Sharing, Instant Messaging and Presence Indica-
tors are key. Studies show that the availability of Presence 
Indicators is an important factor to support the feeling of 
being connected when working remotely. Obviously ad-
equate network connection, preferably broadband and 
wireless, is a basic requirement.

In the context of technology the so called «netiquette» 
(conventions which media to use and how to communicate 
with these) becomes increasingly important.

Ultimately, the optimal degree of mobile work depends on 
the individual person. We therefore recommend to allow 
for different models and to actively find the right approach 
for both manager and employee. n
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Checklist for implementing Work Anywhere

Define Vision and Goals

u  What is the vision and why does the organization provide a flexible workplace model?
u  What are the quantitative goals (reduction of travel costs and time, savings in space,  

productivity increase)?
u  What are the qualitative goals (employer attractiveness, diversity, culture)?

Involve Management

u  Does the whole management team carry the concept? Have opportunities and threats 
been discussed?

u  Have the management model and rules been adapted to virtual management and  
management by objectives?

u  Have the management and company culture been defined and adapted?

Verify Feasibility

u  Have work contracts, insurance and legal framework been defined?
u  Is technical connectivity ensured? Is communication and access to data also possible from 

home and on the road? 
u  Have guidelines been defined for which roles mobile working applies and has this been 

transparently communicated?
u  Have the hardware infrastructure and ergonomics been adapted to mobile working? 
u  Do work contracts and insurance include mobile working?

Implement new Rules

u  Do the internal control systems consider data security and safety for mobile work situations?
u  Have the new regulations been communicated?
u  Do the measurement criteria to measure success exist and has a baseline measurement 

been done?

Define Rules of Engagement

u  Have times for physical presence in the office been defined (as a whole and on a team level?)
u  Does an etiquette or code of conduct exist for virtual collaboration?
u  Do the rules exist for the usage of virtual communication and collaboration tools?

Involve Employees

u  Has the Kick-off for everyone and in the teams been done?
u Is there and offering for ergonomics trainings and coaching?
u Do the trainings cover media literacy and competency in virtual collaboration?
u Have employees completed a data safety and security training?
u Is the distributed management and work culture explained and understood?

Measure Success

u  Are regular measurements planned? (Realize that there will be cycles of refinement)
u  Is feedback from management and employees around the effectiveness of the introduc-

tion of flexible working being collected, analyzed and acted upon? Also in respect to the 
company culture and effects on the culture?

u  Are the resulting benefits being communicated and best practices being shared? 

Define Vision 
and Goals

Define Rules 
of Engagement

Verify 
Feasibility

Measure 
Success

Involve 
Management

Involve 
Employees

Implement 
new Rules

u u
u

u u

u

u
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